CHAPTER Vm
LEARNING AND TEACHING
Book and in the old days, before school education became
birch commonly diffused, most of the schools, of what-
ever grade, were small, and were managed by one
or two teachers. It is not very easy now to form clear ideas of
what actually took place in schools which have been abolished
or transformed, but the attempt is worth while. A dame school,
of the kind which abounded in England as late as 1870, may
be pictured as a group of a dozen or twenty children of different
ages, sitting round three of the walls of a room, the dame being
seated near the fourth wall One by one the children were called
up to read, to "say their spellings," out of "spelling books" of
the time, to " say their tables," and, if the dame's erudition
extended so far, to show their sums. The child then went back
to his place, probably a low bench, without a back, and un-
accompanied by the luxury of a desk or table, and then, with
a degree of industry determined chiefly by himself, proceeded
further to con his lessons,1 The mode of instruction in the old
grammar schools was precisely similar. "The master sits on a
throne at one end and calls up from the desks one or two boys
at a time to say lessons. The arrangements of the room con-
template the learning of lessons on the boy's part, and the
hearing of them on that of the master; nothing more... . The
boys are told to learn, but they are seldom taught. , , , They
cannot answer questions, because in the ordinary course of
their instruction questions are never put"2 What we know as
1 A summary of the personal experience of a small child about the
years 1869 and 1870.
• Schools inquiry Commission, 1868, Report of J. G. Fitch, vol. DC,
p. 177.
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